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Abstract
Metaheuristics provide the means to approximately solve complex optimisation problems when exact optimisers cannot be

utilised. This led to an explosion in the number of novel metaheuristics, most of them metaphor-based, using nature as a

source of inspiration. Thus, keeping track of their capabilities and innovative components is an increasingly difficult task.

This can be resolved by an exhaustive classification system. Trying to classify metaheuristics is common in research, but

no consensus on a classification system and the necessary criteria has been established so far. Furthermore, a proposed

classification system can not be deemed complete if inherently different metaheuristics are assigned to the same class by

the system. In this paper we provide the basis for a new comprehensive classification system for metaheuristics. We first

summarise and discuss previous classification attempts and the utilised criteria. Then we present a multi-level architecture

and suitable criteria for the task of classifying metaheuristics. A classification system of this kind can solve three main

problems when applied to metaheuristics: organise the huge set of existing metaheuristics, clarify the innovation in novel

metaheuristics and identify metaheuristics suitable to solve specific optimisation tasks.

Keywords Nature-inspired algorithms � Metaheuristic � Classification � Stochastic optimisation

Mathematics Subject Classification 68Q05 � 90C59

1 Introduction

Metaheuristics play an important role in solving complex

optimisation problems where mathematical optimisation is

infeasible either due to long computation times or incom-

plete problem definitions. They use a combination of

heuristic methods, arranged in a higher level framework, to

provide more efficient search space exploration capabilities

(Blum and Roli 2003) and can be described as a design

pattern, rather than an algorithm (Lones 2014; Krawiec

et al. 2018). However, a metaheuristic can not perform

equally well on all optimisation problems, as is proven by

the No Free Lunch theorems for optimisation (Wolpert and

Macready 1997). These and other factors have lead to an

explosion in the number of nature-inspired metaheuristics

over the past years.

Sörensen criticises this excess in the publication of

‘‘new’’ metaheuristics, especially the focus on metaphors in

their design (Sörensen et al. 2017). While early meta-

heuristics provided novel ideas and successful strategies to

solve complex optimisation problems, more recent contri-

butions lack improvements and are often too similar to

already established ones (Sörensen 2013). Furthermore, the

metaphors are increasingly far-fetched, with no relation to

optimisation in nature, thus decreasing their quality and

that of the respective algorithm (Sörensen 2013).

Additionally, the evaluation of metaheuristics is lacking

diligence. They are often only insufficiently tested, i.e.

without considering the degree of adaptations of the algo-

rithms and without the appropriate statistical methods, or

tested only on a small subset of problems (Sörensen 2013).

This leads to problems when trying to derive more general

statements on the performance of these metaheuristics. The
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testing is also increasingly competitive, as each meta-

heuristic is supposed to outperform previous ones but the

reasons for this superiority are not analysed and it diverts

attention from fundamental research. Thus, relevant insight

cannot be gained by this procedure (Hooker 1995).

The most detrimental aspect of the extensive publication

of novel methods is that it leads to a concentration of effort

on invention. Other important research areas (e.g. further

improvements, theory) in the field of metaheuristics are

tended to only sparsely (Sörensen 2013; Lones 2014; Del

Ser et al. 2019; Molina et al. 2020). This results in a deficit

in progress, especially when fundamental research on

metaheuristics is concerned.

A suitable classification system for metaheuristics may

alleviate this problem. There is a necessity to provide a

formal analysis of novel metaheuristics, as well as to sys-

tematically evaluate their contribution to the field (Nes-

machnow 2014). There are, however, several difficulties

when trying to achieve this. One is the overloaded term

metaheuristic. It describes the framework in which opti-

misation algorithms can be developed, as well as the

algorithm itself (Sörensen and Glover 2013). Thus, when

analysing metaheuristics, it has to be distinguished which

usage of the term applies. Another problem is the formal

presentation of nature-inspired metaheuristics (Lones

2014). Especially the metaphor-related notation of most

metaheuristics exacerbates the tasks of comparing and

analysing them, as well as the detection of novel approa-

ches (Sörensen 2013; Del Ser et al. 2019).

When utilised according to a defined set of criteria, a

classification allows for the integration of metaheuristics

into the overall context. Additionally, it can provide a basis

for structuring further research in the field. Metaheuristics

chosen for experimental comparisons can be selected due

to the applying classification criteria. Thus, the comparison

of algorithms in different stages of their development could

be avoided. Theoretical approaches can gain additional

information through a formal classification of metaheuris-

tics and the algorithmic performance can be ascribed to the

incorporation of specific functional components. Further-

more, finding a suitable metaheuristic for a complex opti-

misation problem may be facilitated by knowledge about

crucial features of the metaheuristic through classification.

Classification systems, or taxonomies, for metaheuristics

are an important part of research and new strategies are

frequently developed and published (cf. Sect. 3). However,

there is a problem inherent to these current approaches.

Many expect to have provided the comprehensive classi-

fication system but none has been established among all

researchers. This has several reasons: First, by definition, a

classification (or taxonomy) is only complete if its classes

are mutually exclusive (cf. Sect. 2). Second, such a clas-

sification system takes time to develop and requires

discussion and ultimately consensus on the utilised criteria.

Finally, the criteria and, thus, the whole classification

system tend to be constructed focusing on a certain goal

and researchers have to be aware of that.

If we look at taxonomies in biology, we can observe the

procedure of their development. Over the last centuries,

there were a number of different taxonomies with different

criteria and goals, with some getting more attention and

acceptance and some being almost ignored (Stevens

1984, 2003). Only a few publications, for example by

Linnaeus or Darwin, made a lasting impression on bio-

logical taxonomy, but even those ideas were revisited and

revised. The taxonomy achieved by this long progress is

almost comprehensive by now, but still minor changes

have to be made (Adl et al. 2012, 2018).

The process of developing a comprehensive classifica-

tion system for metaheuristics will also take time, though

possibly not as much as a biological taxonomy, as there are

(at least by now) far less metaheuristics than life forms. But

as in biology, it is necessary to continually review, sum-

marise and refine classification systems until a compre-

hensive taxonomy is established. Therefore, this paper

aims to give an overview of classification strategies for

metaheuristics. It will also evaluate these strategies with

respect to the information that can be gained by them.

Furthermore, we will present a possible combination of

common classification schemes aiming at a first draft for a

comprehensive taxonomy. Section 2 gives the necessary

definitions and Sect. 3 an extensive list of previous clas-

sification schemes. Section 4 provides an overview of

important steps that should be considered when designing

and evaluating novel metaheuristics. The existing classifi-

cation schemes are summarised and structured to be uti-

lised in a multi-level classification system (Sect. 5) and an

example for classifying metaheuristics with it is presented

in Sect. 6. We discuss our propositions in Sect. 7.

2 Definitions

Before we elucidate different classification schemes, we

provide the relevant definitions that will help to find dif-

ferences between them.

The central element is the definition of the term meta-

heuristic. We use the term as defined by Sörensen and

Glover (2013) which includes the differentiation between

metaheuristic algorithms and frameworks:

A metaheuristic is a high-level problem-independent

algorithmic framework that provides a set of guide-

lines or strategies to develop heuristic optimization

algorithms. The term is also used to refer to a prob-

lem-specific implementation of a heuristic
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optimization algorithm according to the guidelines

expressed in such a framework.

In the following we try to distinguish classification

schemes referring to algorithms from those referring to

frameworks. This is also important when considering the

novelty of metaheuristics, as new algorithms are easier to

design than new frameworks (Lones 2019).

Special considerations have to be made regarding

extensions and variants of metaheuristics, especially in the

context of classification. In most of those variants, the

framework remains unchanged, whereas the algorithm

contains new features. Thus, in our classification we will

treat these variants as different metaheuristic algorithms.

Classification schemes vary immensely in their com-

plexity and in the information that can be gained by

applying them. They are designed with different objectives

in mind, from a simple overview of metaheuristics and

their inspirations to a detailed analysis of their components.

Therefore, it is vital to define the term classification and

dissociate it from the concept of categorisation.

Our definition of classification is the one provided by

Jacob (2004):

Classification as a process involves the orderly and

systematic assignment of each entity to one and only

one class within a system of mutually exclusive and

nonoverlapping classes.

Thus, a classification scheme sorts metaheuristics accord-

ing to their similarities using a set of predefined criteria.

The most important part of this definition is that each

classified entity can only be a member of one single class.

Classification can be used to gain knowledge or under-

standing of the classified entity (Jacob 2004). Taxonomy

can be used synonymously to classification. It describes the

procedure of developing a classification system, usually

one with an internal hierarchy (Jacob 2004).

Categorisation describes a similar but in some aspects

fundamentally different concept. The definition provided

by Jacob is (2004):

Categorisation is the process of dividing the world

into groups of entities whose members are in some

way similar to each other.

Categorisation is used to establish an organisation in a

complex system. The entities in the system are divided into

predefined categories according to specific attributes

inherent to the entities. This process can also provide

information that exceeds the simple grouping as new

relationships can be formed. In contrast to classification, an

entity can be part of more than one category, depending on

the underlying context (Jacob 2004).

Based on these definitions, we use the term categorisa-

tion for organising systems with criteria allowing for a

sorting of metaheuristics in several groups at the same

time. Schemes are also deemed a categorisation if its cri-

teria do not allow for a comprehensive sorting, i.e. many

metaheuristics belong to the same group due to missing

criteria.

Definition 1 (Categorisation) An ordering system with

criteria allowing for a sorting of metaheuristics in several

groups at the same time or several metaheuristics in one

group.

Conversely, we will use the term classification if

metaheuristics can be distinctly characterised by the

defined criteria. Additionally, there should not be groups of

metaheuristics at the end of a classification scheme. If

groups remain, it can be assumed that the metaheuristics

within the group are identical, at least with respect to the

classification criteria.

Definition 2 (Classification) A comprehensive ordering

system with criteria allowing for unambiguous assignment

of distinct metaheuristics in individual classes.

The goals of classifying metaheuristics are manifold,

with two aspects accentuated. One is the integration of

metaheuristics into a comprehensive metaheuristic context.

Novelty and exceptionality of the metaheuristic algorithms

and the underlying frameworks can be evaluated and

unique features, as well as the overall benefit for the whole

field, can be highlighted. Furthermore, classification pro-

vides a basis for the selection of metaheuristics that are

used in a meaningful comparison. The other important

aspect is to gain an understanding of the metaheuristic-

problem relations. Each metaheuristic has specific prob-

lems it performs especially well on. To know these prob-

lems in advance and to understand why these relationships

exist is essential for the purposeful application of meta-

heuristics (Woodward and Swan 2010).

There are, however, some major problems when trying

to classify metaheuristics. One is the lack of a consistent

notation in their description. Most nature-inspired meta-

heuristics use a notation based on their metaphor instead of

using common optimisation terms (Sörensen 2013). This

causes difficulties in formulating common classification

criteria and in extracting the necessary information from

the metaheuristic to apply those criteria. Another important

problem is the lack of guidelines for classification criteria

(Fister et al. 2013). Current classification criteria are cho-

sen according to what seems most suitable by the respec-

tive researchers. This, however, leads to many different and

often very coarse-grained classification schemes resulting

in only little information gain. Some schemes are more

detailed but utilising them to classify metaheuristics is
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rather difficult. Additionally, the criteria for a classification

scheme are often selected regarding their easy applicability

instead of their meaningfulness. Thus, complex criteria

with a high information gain are used only infrequently

because the analysis takes time and effort.

3 Classification schemes in literature

We now provide an overview of classification approaches

in literature. These range from different taxonomic struc-

tures to detailed component analysis. We focus on the

applied criteria, not on the metaheuristics classified. Fur-

thermore, we try to present them ordered from simple to

more complex and detailed classification schemes whose

criteria can be utilised for a comprehensive classification

system and we distinguish those who rather present a cat-

egorisation according to the definitions given in Sect. 2.

We also differentiate approaches classifying metaheuristic

algorithms from those classifying their frameworks. A

summary of this overview is given in Tables 1 and 2.

Almufti et al. (2019) present a taxonomy based on the

biological fields the metaheuristics take their inspiration

from. They make a distinction between evolutionary-based,

swarm-based and ecology-based metaheuristics. According

to our definitions, this approach can be applied on frame-

works as well as on algorithms. It is, however, a cate-

gorisation, as no criteria are applied that allow for an

unambiguous distinction of metaheuristics.

Sörensen and Glover (2013) also provide a taxonomic

structure, grouping local search metaheuristics, construc-

tive metaheuristics and population-based metaheuristics.

The approach is directed at frameworks and presents a

categorisation, as they stress that a metaheuristic can be

part of more than one group.

Another taxonomic approach is given by Binitha and

Sathya (2012). They divide frameworks or algorithms

according to their inspiration, i.e. evolution, swarms and

ecology. Furthermore they add a comparative analysis

regarding the terms of representation, operators, areas of

application and control parameters. Though some of the

criteria in this analysis can be used for a classification of

metaheuristic algorithms, the taxonomy represents a cate-

gorisation, as no clear distinction can be made.

Rajpurohit et al. (2017) also divide metaheuristics into

groups according to their source of inspiration. They dif-

ferentiate between biology-based, physics-based, social-

based, music-based, chemical-based, sport-based, mathe-

matics-based and swarm-based systems. This represents a

categorisation approach and is applicable on metaheuristic

frameworks and algorithms.

Fister et al. (2013) use a categorisation approach,

dividing nature-inspired metaheuristics into bio-inspired,

physics- or chemistry-inspired and all ‘‘other’’. Bio-in-

spired metaheuristics can be swarm-based or not. Addi-

tionally, it is taken into account whether the metaheuristic

is trajectory-based or population-based, attraction-based or

not and rule-based or equation-based. Though there are

more criteria taken into account than in previously

described approaches, it is still a categorisation as there is

no distinctive representation of a metaheuristic after

application. This categorisation can be applied to frame-

works and algorithms.

The criteria presented by Nesmachnow (2014) partition

metaheuristics into trajectory based (exploitation oriented)

and population based (exploration oriented). Furthermore,

a distinction is made between local search based and

constructive and memory-based and memory-less approa-

ches. These criteria can be applied to categorise frame-

works and algorithms, but they do not allow for an

unambiguous classification.

Pazhaniraja et al. (2017) provide an extensive set of

classification criteria for metaheuristic algorithms. It con-

tains the existence of constraints, the physical structure of

the problem (optimal control or non-optimal control), the

nature of the equation (linear/quadratic, polynomial or non-

linear), the values the decision variable can take (integer or

real-valued), the nature of the variable (deterministic or

stochastic), the separability of the function and the number

of objective functions. These criteria cannot (or only with

limitations) be applied when classifying a metaheuristic

framework because they depend strongly on the respective

implementation of the metaheuristic algorithm. They are,

however, sufficiently detailed to be utilised in a classifi-

cation, not only in a categorisation.

Birattari et al. (2001) published one of the first classi-

fication schemes. They differentiate between trajectory and

discontinuous methods, population-based and single-point

search approaches, memory-usage or no memory, one or

various neighbourhood structures, a dynamic or static

objective function and nature- or non-nature inspired

metaheuristics. Though there is only a small number of

criteria, the combination of those can provide a significant

though not complete classification of metaheuristic

frameworks and algorithms.

Nabaei et al. (2016) present a topology system con-

taining important features of metaheuristic algorithms and

frameworks, although the application on frameworks is

somewhat restricted since some features are implementa-

tion-dependent. These features can be used as criteria for a

classification approach. They distinguish whether a meta-

heuristic does or does not contain an evolutionary operator,

multiplier updating, self-adaptive adjusting, parallel

learning, fuzzy-adjusting, a quantum model, real-code

possibilities, variable adjusting, the Nelder-Mead algo-

rithm, hybridised versions, rank-based schemes, orthogonal
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learning, h-search, quantum-behaviour, opposition-based

learning and chaos theory.

A categorisation as well as characteristics of meta-

heuristics algorithms and frameworks are presented by

Fausto et al. (2019). They divide nature-inspired meta-

heuristics into evolution-, swarm-, physics- and human-

based approaches. Furthermore, they provide a list of

characteristics that can apply to metaheuristics which can

be utilised as classification criteria. Those characteristics

related to the exploration and exploitation capabilities are

the selection mechanism (greedy, individual greedy or non-

greedy), the attraction operator (e.g. none, global best,

multiple, global, personal) and the iteration dependency.

Characteristics determining the computational complexity

are the presence of population-sorting, of population-re-

lated measurements and of a variable fitness function

computation. In addition to those, metaheuristics can

require additional memory, have different parameter tuning

processes (tuneless, easy or hard) and pose variable degrees

of difficulty in implementation (low, medium or high).

Sergienko et al. (2009) provide schemes designed for

the classification of combinatorial optimisation algorithms.

One scheme is suitable for framework categorisation, the

other one is appropriate for extracting classification crite-

ria. The categorisation approach divides combinatorial

optimisation algorithms into sequential algorithms, deter-

ministic local search algorithms, stochastic local search

algorithms, evolutionary algorithms, swarm algorithms,

Table 1 Summary of selected classification systems—part 1: the

table lists the publication, whether the criteria reference framework

and/or algorithm classification (and which is in focus), our assessment

of the type (classification or categorisation) of criteria in the system

and the relevant criteria mentioned in the respective publication.

Continued in Table 2 where applicable, criteria are treated as logical

values (�: criteria are mutually exclusive). More complex criteria are

separated via semicolon and then listed

Publication Applicable to Type Criteria

Almufti et al. (2019) Framework/

algorithm

Categorisation Evolutionary � swarm-based � ecology-based

Sörensen and Glover

(2013)

Framework Categorisation Local search-based _ constructive _ population-based

Binitha and Sathya (2012) Framework/

algorithm

Categorisation (Evolutionary � swarm-based � ecology-based) _ (single solution �
population); operators, control parameter

Rajpurohit et al. (2017) Framework/

algorithm

Categorisation Biology-based � physics-based � social-based � music-based �
chemical-based � sport-based � mathematics-based � swarm-based

Fister et al. (2013) Framework/

algorithm

Categorisation (Trajectory-based � population-based) _ attraction-based _ (rule-based

� equation-based) _ nature-inspired _ bio-inspired _ swarm-based _
physics-inspired _ chemistry-inspired _ other

Nesmachnow (2014) Framework/

algorithm

Categorisation (Trajectory-based/exploitation-oriented � population-based/exploration-

oriented) _ (local search based � constructive) _ memory-based

Pazhaniraja et al. (2017) Algorithm Classification Constrained _ function separability _ (deterministic � stochastic) _
(decision variable: integer � real-valued) _ (single-objective � multi-

objective); physical problem structure, nature of equation

Birattari et al. (2001) Framework Classification (Trajectory � discontinuous) _ (population-based � single-point search)

_ (memory � memoryless) _ (one � various neighbourhood structures)

_ (dynamic � static objective function) _ (nature-inspired � non-

nature inspired)

Nabaei et al. (2016) Algorithm/

framework

Classification Evolutionary operator _ multiplier updating _ self-adaptive adjusting _
parallel learning _ fuzzy adjusting _ quantum model _ real-code _
variable adjusting _ Nelder-Mead _ existing hybrids _ rank-based _
orthogonal learning _ h-search _ quantum-behaved _ opposition-based

learning _ chaos theory

Fausto et al. (2019) Framework/

algorithm

Categorisation Evolution-based � swarm-based � physics-based � human-based

Framework/

algorithm

Classification Characteristics of metaheuristics on exploration and exploitation

(selection mechanism, attraction operators, iteration dependency),

computational complexity (population sorting, population-related

measurements, variable fitness function computation), requirement of

additional memory, parameter tuning process, implementation difficulty
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scanning methods and special methods. Additionally, they

present a more extensive classification scheme. The main

characteristics of combinatorial optimisation algorithms

are the decision-making principle (deterministic or

stochastic), the structure complexity (simple, metaheuris-

tic, hyperheuristic, hybrid algorithm or hybrid meta-

heuristic), the type of trajectory (continuous or

discontinuous), the type of spaces (sequential or iterative),

the influence on the search landscape (do or do not change

search landscape), the use of memory (with or without), the

incorporation of adaptation or training (with adaptation or

without) and the special model of the problem (problem-

oriented or model-oriented). Some of these are subdivided

into further criteria. Iterative algorithms can be either one-

point algorithms or population-based algorithms. Algo-

rithms changing the search landscape can be partitioned

according to this change, e.g. the search space, the objec-

tive function or the system of neighbourhoods. The type of

memory can also be further characterised, e.g. storage,

control or adaptive memory. Finally, the algorithms with

adaptation can be divided into those with automatic

Table 2 Summary of selected classification systems—part 2: the

table lists the publication, whether the criteria reference framework

and/or algorithm classification (and which is in focus), our assessment

of the type (classification or categorisation) of criteria in the system

and the relevant criteria mentioned in the respective publication.

Where applicable, criteria are treated as logical values (�: criteria are

mutually exclusive). More complex criteria are separated via

semicolon and then listed

Publication Applicable to Type Criteria

Continuation of Table 1

Sergienko et al. (2009) Framework Categorisation Sequential algorithm � deterministic local search � stochastic local

search � evolutionary algorithm � swarm algorithm � scanning

method � special method

Framework/

algorithm

Classification (Deterministic � stochastic) _ (trajectory-continuous � trajectory-

discontinuous) _ [sequential � (iterative: one-point � population-

based)] _ [unchanged search landscape � (search space change �
objective function change � neighbourhood change)] _ [without

memory � (storage memory � control memory � adaptive memory)] _
[without adaptation � (parameter adjustment � component choice �
special model of the problem)] _ (problem-oriented � model-oriented);

structural complexity

Blum and Roli (2003) Algorithm/

framework

Categorisation nature-inspired _ (search: population-based � single point) _ (objective

function: dynamic � static) _ (neighbourhood structures: one �
various) _ memory usage

Framework/

algorithm

Classification Intensification and diversification capabilities with I&D framework

Dokeroglu et al. (2019) Algorithm/

framework

Classification Number of hyperparameters, stages with exploration/exploitation

balancing, hybridisation possibilities, inclusion of local search

mechanism

Lones (2014) Framework Classification (Local search � EA � PSO � ACO)-based metaheuristics

Molina et al. (2020) Framework Categorisation Breeding-based � swarm intelligence (aquatic animals � terrestrial

animals � flying animals � microorganisms � other) � physics and

chemistry (physics � chemistry) � plants based � miscellaneous

Framework Classification Differential vector movement [guided by whole population � guided by

representative � guided by group (subpopulation � neighbourhood)] �
solution creation (combination � stigmergy)

Li et al. (2020) Framework Classification Single-elite � multi-elites � none-elite

Sergeyev et al. (2018) Algorithm/

framework

Classification Visualisations of performance evaluation

Woodward and Swan

(2010)

Algorithm Classification Performance on problems
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adjustment of parameters, those with choice of components

and those with a special model of the problem.

According to Blum and Roli (2003), the most common

criteria for classifying metaheuristics are the source of

inspiration (nature or not), population-based or single point

search, the objective function (dynamic or static), neigh-

bourhood structures (one or various) and memory usage.

These, however, do not suffice for a detailed classification

and we would rather consider them criteria for categori-

sation. However, Blum and Roli provide an approach for

classifying a metaheuristic framework according to its

intensification and diversification capabilities. They call

their underlying scheme I&D framework. They review the

metaheuristic components that influence intensification or

diversification during the search process and evaluate if

they are guided by the objective function, guided by other

functions or completely random. Thus, the components of

the metaheuristic and their respective I&D evaluation

provide criteria for a classification approach.

The stages where exploration and exploitation (and

diversification and intensification) can be balanced is also

one important feature of metaheuristics as described by

Dokeroglu et al. (2019). The other important features are

the number of hyperparameters, the possibility of

hybridisation and the inclusion of a local search mecha-

nism. These features can be used as classification criteria

for metaheuristic algorithms and frameworks, though the

number of hyperparameters is implementation-dependent

and thus only applicable when classifying algorithms.

Lones (2014) provides a unique approach to classifica-

tion. It focusses on the use of specific heuristics in the

metaheuristics. Thus, a local search metaheuristic utilises

Neighbourhood Search, Hill Climbing, Accepting Negative

Moves,Multi-Start and/or Adaptive Memory Programming.

Evolutionary algorithm (EA) metaheuristics contain Pop-

ulation-based Search and/or Intermediate Search as their

basic heuristics. Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO)

metaheuristics contain Directional Search and/or Variable

Neighbourhood Search and Ant Colony Optimisation

(ACO) metaheuristics also contain Search Space Mapping.

Lones (2019) applies this strategy to 32 metaheuristics to

find their common heuristic bases. This approach can be

used for framework classification schemes in general, as it

is an efficient way to find similarities in heuristic usage and

highlight different strategies when selecting the use of

these heuristics.

Molina et al. (2020) provide extensive and insightful

new approaches on taxonomies of metaheuristics. The first

proposed taxonomy classifies metaheuristics according to

their metaphor and represents a categorisation. They dis-

tinguish breeding-based, swarm intelligence, physics and

chemistry, plants based and other metaheuristics. Further-

more, swarm intelligence metaheuristics can be further

divided into ones inspired by aquatic animals, terrestrial

animals, flying animals, microorganisms or other. Physics

and chemistry metaheuristics are either physics based or

chemistry based. This structure provides a basic overview

on different kinds of metaphor-inspiration. In addition to

this categorisation, Molina et al. (2020) provide a classi-

fication system based on the behaviour of the metaheuris-

tics. This may be the first attempt to use criteria relating to

the overall behaviour of metaheuristic frameworks. They

distinguish two types of procedures metaheuristics utilise

to generate new solutions: differential vector movement

and solution creation. Differential vector movement can be

guided by the whole population, by a representative of the

population or by a group (either a subpopulation or a

neighbourhood). Solution creation can be performed by

combination or by stigmergy. This taxonomy allows for a

detailed but again not complete classification of meta-

heuristics according to their behaviour.

Another classification approach based on the behaviour

of metaheuristics is provided by Li et al. (2020). They

present a taxonomy distinguishing the number of high-fit-

ness individuals in the metaheuristic, single-elite, multi-

elite or none-elite. This approach is similar to the classi-

fication of Molina et al. (2020), especially to their

description of differential vector movement metaheuristics.

The last two classification approaches are based on the

performance of a metaheuristic on specific problems. Ser-

geyev et al. (2018) provide a systematic comparison of

metaheuristics based on the visualisation of their respective

performance. It requires extensive testing of metaheuristics

on different problems and a detailed evaluation. The results

are visualised and can be used to compare the meta-

heuristics. These performance relations to different prob-

lems can be used to classify metaheuristics, though it is

quite time-consuming and complex to apply on every

metaheuristic algorithm–problem combination.

The other approach based on the performance of a

metaheuristic on specific problems or problem classes is

presented by Woodward and Swan (2010). They propose a

preferably complete mapping of metaheuristics to problem

classes, as the No Free Lunch theorem states that no

metaheuristic can perform well on all problem classes, but,

on the other hand, it should be good at some problem

classes. The difficulty is, however, the selection of the

respective problems. Which problems are encompassed in

one class is not readily detected. Still, defining classifica-

tion criteria with this approach could provide extensive

insights.

This summary of classification approaches may very

well be incomplete as we primarily focussed on including

classification and categorisation systems for metaheuristics

that have been proposed directly as ‘‘classification sys-

tems’’ in recent years. Classification schemes not listed
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here as well as novel criteria should, however, be resear-

ched and considered when attempting classification of

metaheuristics.

There are, of course, many surveys comparing meta-

heuristics but they often only provide a list of the respec-

tive algorithms. Comparisons of different swarm-based

methods are common (Selvaraj et al. 2014), as are evalu-

ations on a few benchmark functions (Krishnanand et al.

2009; Can and Alatas 2017) or conceptual comparisons

listing algorithmic details (Binitha and Sathya 2012; Al-

Amry and Al-Gaphari 2018). However, most such surveys

do not entail a critical view on metaheuristics and their

results. There is also almost no information gain, as the

comparison as well as the evaluation are either too super-

ficial or too specialised on a certain implementation.

An interesting observation can be made with hyper-

heuristics, which are used to construct and improve meta-

heuristics for specific problems (Krawiec et al. 2018; Hong

et al. 2018). While an extensive classification system for

those algorithms falls out of the scope of this work, we

would like to acknowledge their ability to determine

favourable combinations of metaheuristic components and

mapping those to specific problems, thereby, performing an

intrinsic categorisation.

4 How metaheuristics should be treated

We now want to give an overview of ideas on what the

procedure of designing and testing a metaheuristic should

look like. If these steps are considered consequently, it will

facilitate dealing with metaheuristics and help to show their

full potential. Classification is an important tool to this end.

The central aspect is that the focus of metaheuristic

research, for existing ones as well as for new designs,

should lie on gaining an overall scientific understanding

(Sörensen et al. 2017). Gaps in research should be closed

and there should be an emphasis on theoretical develop-

ments (Del Ser et al. 2019; Nesmachnow 2014).

Thus, several key aspects have to be considered. First a

uniform notation is required to make metaheuristics

understandable and reusable (Del Ser et al. 2019). Fur-

thermore, a standardised modelling language would pro-

vide explicit and machine-readable descriptions (Sörensen

et al. 2017; Swan et al. 2015). This would also yield

advantages when framing novel approaches in previous

research (Sörensen 2013).

Second, evaluation and comparison of metaheuristics

must be based on a standardised procedure, including

theoretical as well as empirical approaches. A theoretical

comparison can highlight the properties of the meta-

heuristic and identify superior behaviour and novelty

attributable to those (Del Ser et al. 2019). This may be

facilitated by deconstructing the new algorithms, thus

providing a component-based view as proposed by Sör-

ensen (2013). Empirical approaches must also be stan-

dardised. This encompasses the development and

application of appropriate testing protocols, a meaningful

statistical analysis and the thoughtful selection of bench-

mark problems (Sörensen et al. 2017; Sörensen 2013; Del

Ser et al. 2019; Nesmachnow 2014).

Preferably, a general and unified framework is devised,

in which all metaheuristics can be included (Nesmachnow

2014; Del Ser et al. 2019; Molina et al. 2020). This would

facilitate direct comparisons and evaluations, as well as the

development and improvement of metaheuristics.

These aspects are important for available metaheuristics

and for novel approaches. Novel metaheuristics, however,

need additional considerations. They must provide a benefit

in comparison to previous approaches. Thus, they have to

show a decrease in time, cost or complexity when solving

complex problems (Almufti et al. 2019). Novel meta-

heuristics should also be able to handle different function

types, show good convergence properties and provide the

possibility for parallelisation (Almufti et al. 2019). They

should include only few control parameters, which should

be set according to specific rules or be adaptive (Binitha

and Sathya 2012; Almufti et al. 2019; Sörensen 2013;

Dokeroglu et al. 2019). Novel metaheuristics can improve

both their overall, as well as their component-wise,

reusability and comprehensiblity for a wider audience by

employing sensible design patterns (Krawiec et al. 2018).

Furthermore, it is important to consider the problems

metaheuristics are supposed to solve. The problem repre-

sentation is an important factor in the design of a meta-

heuristic and it would be even more beneficial if novel

approaches would be based on insights into those problem

structures (Binitha and Sathya 2012; Sörensen 2013).

This list of prerequisites for handling metaheuristics and

especially novel approaches entails several difficulties. In

order to integrate a novel metaheuristic into current

research, a number of important steps have to be consid-

ered, which is quite time-consuming. A larger problem,

however, results from such steps still lacking a generally

accepted procedure. Furthermore, it is difficult to find

suitable metaheuristics for comparisons, as there is no

concise survey of all metaheuristics listing every important

feature and, for most metaheuristics, not even publicly

available source code. A comprehensive classification

scheme can help to alleviate some of these problems.
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5 How to use classification for metaheuristic
research

In this section, we formulate categorisation and classifi-

cation strategies for analysing metaheuristics with a focus

on providing a basis to some of the design steps in Sect. 4.

We use the criteria gathered by literature research and

combine them to provide classification schemes for several

purposes. We also point out where additional criteria are

necessary. Furthermore, we elaborate on the necessity of

evaluation strategies and optimisation problem classifica-

tion when classifying metaheuristics.

5.1 Categorisation

Although categorisation schemes can not provide the

insights of a comprehensive classification, they can give an

overview and indications on how to proceed with the

handling of a metaheuristic. For example, when using the

sources of inspiration as criteria for categorisation, it is

possible to deduce what the overall procedure of the

algorithm might look like. This can help to find meta-

heuristics using a similar idea or metaphor, which can then

be selected for a more detailed comparison. Further criteria

can provide first insights into the exploration and

exploitation capabilities of the metaheuristic (e.g. if it is

trajectory-based or population-based).

A categorisation of metaheuristic algorithms can also

help to find metaheuristics with the same adaptations.

Especially established metaheuristics like the Genetic

Algorithm (GA) have dozens of extensions and variants

(Dokeroglu et al. 2019). Some novel metaheuristics con-

tain these extensions in their basic version. Thus, com-

paring them to a basic GA would not accurately depict the

potential the GA can provide. A short categorisation before

starting this kind of comparison alleviates this problem.

Altogether, categorisation takes less time and fewer

criteria than classification. However, it can only provide

basic insights into the categorised metaheuristics. Cate-

gorisation is more suitable as a simple system of ordering

before starting with a detailed evaluation or extensive

classification.

5.2 Classification

When classifying metaheuristics, we have to differentiate

between metaheuristic frameworks and algorithms. The

classification of frameworks is important to detect novelty

and to link framework-specific factors to optimisation

success and to those problems the metaheuristic can solve

best. The algorithm classification can be used to detect

implementation details helpful for solving specific

problems. These details can readily be transferred to other

algorithms and be used for their improvement. Overall,

classification can be used to specifically select meta-

heuristics for comparison, depending on their features

described in the classification criteria.

Which classification criteria are selected is dependent on

the intention of the classification. It is, however, indis-

pensable that each metaheuristic is assigned to one class

only at the bottom of the classification scheme. If two

metaheuristics belong to the same class, they can be con-

sidered identical with respect to the intention of the

scheme. If the intention is the complete classification of all

metaheuristics, it is more difficult to select the appropriate

criteria. They should not be too universal, as metaheuristics

would not be properly classified into distinct classes.

However, they must not be too specific, otherwise basically

identical metaheuristics would be separated into different

classes by irrelevant criteria.

A classification system can be used to find suit-

able metaheuristics for comparison. This is an important

step, as the selection of an inadequate set of metaheuristics

leads to a bias in the evaluation (LaTorre et al. 2020).

There are two possibilities, either the selection of similar

metaheuristics or the selection of inherently different

metaheuristics. In this case, ‘similar’ means a high overlap

of classification criteria, whereas ‘different’ means a small

overlap. These criteria have to include, but are not limited

to, changes in the overall metaheuristic structure, the

presence of functional components and their manifestation,

specific adaptations and extensions. Details of these criteria

have to be provided by the classification system. The

comparison of similar metaheuristics leads to the identifi-

cation of small factors that are responsible for differences

in performance or applicability. Alternatively, comparing

different metaheuristics can help to point out their general

functional elements and identify the main features that

make them applicable to certain problems. Having to give

this kind of justification for the metaheursitics chosen for a

comparison can prevent the testing of (novel) metaheuris-

tics against those versions of other (established) ones that

do not contain the same improvements or additional

features.

Providing a general and complete classification system

is not in the scope of this paper. Discussion of the existing

classification criteria is required as we consider them not

sufficient to provide an unambiguous classification. We

will, however, present a classification system for meta-

heuristics which incorporates basic classification. For each

of the steps, we provide example criteria which can be

elaborated on.

We first want to present a comprehensive structure of a

classification system (Fig. 1). This system classifies meta-

heuristics on seven different levels. We call those levels
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Structure, Behaviour, Search, Algorithm, Specific Features,

Evaluation and Metaheuristic. Each level contains a

specific set of related criteria, which are commonly used in

previous classification or categorisation schemes. For some

levels, however, the current criteria are not sufficient for a

detailed classification or there is no consensus on their

expressiveness. We will annotate these levels and provide

suitable means to find acceptable criteria. Furthermore, we

do not include criteria referring to the source of inspiration.

Though these might help to gain an overview on meta-

heuristics, they do not provide any information on their

quality, functionality or entailed features.

Structure: The first level will incorporate criteria related

to the overall structure and the general features of the

metaheuristic framework. The detailed classification steps

are shown in Fig. 2 as a multi-layer decision process. Each

layer represents a decision between two mutually exclusive

criteria. The first two layers are closely related, as most

discontinuous metaheuristics are population-based and

trajectory methods are commonly single-solution based. In

the next layer, local-search based methods are distin-

guished from constructive methods and in the last layer the

distinction between memory-including and memory-less

metaheuristics is made. This process provides initial

structural information on the metaheuristic to be classified.

Most previous classification schemes stop at this point or

further include only inspiration-based criteria. However,

we consider the information gained in this step valuable but

insufficient for an extensive classification. Thus, further

steps with additional criteria are required.

Behaviour: The second level of classification is based on

the recently published taxonomy by Molina et al. (2020).

This approach is the first taxonomy based on the overall

search behaviour of the metaheuristic (Molina et al. 2020).

Thus, it provides valuable new insights when applied to

classifying metaheuristics.

The steps of this taxonomy are shown in Fig. 3. A first

differentiation is made between new solutions being

Struc-
ture

General structure and
features of framework

Be-
haviour

Overall behaviour of metaheuris-
tic (see Molina et al. (2020))

Search Intensification and di-
versification information

Algo-
rithm

Incorporated (meta-)heuristics
and algorithms (see Lones (2014))

Specific
Features

Special features, charac-
teristics and extensibility

Evalu-
ation

Performance of framework
on different test problems

Meta-
heuristic

Resulting metaheuristic class

Fig. 1 Classification system for metaheuristics

discontinuous trajectory

population-based single-solution based

local search based constructive

memory memory-less

Fig. 2 Classification System: Detailed view on Structure

Metaheuristics

Solution
creation

Combi-
nation

Stig-
mergy

Differential vector
movement

All popu-
lation

Group
based

Subpopulation Neighbourhood

Represen-
tative
based

Fig. 3 Behaviour taxonomy described by Molina et al. (2020)
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generated from a combination of several solutions (Solu-

tion creation) or from a previous solution (Differential

vector movement) that may be replaced. Solution creation

can be based on the combination of solution or on stig-

mergy. Differential vector movement can use all of the

population as a basis for a new solution, but also a repre-

sentative of the population or a group within the popula-

tion. The group can contain a subpopulation or a

neighbourhood (Molina et al. 2020).

This taxonomy presents a useful first distinction of

metaheuristics. Its application provides a meaningful

grouping of metaheuristics and facilitates evaluating their

behaviour. Thus, it should be a standard for all meta-

heuristic publications. However, there are some issues

when this taxonomy is used to compare metaheuristics in

more detail. Molina et al. (2020) presented the most

influential algorithms combined with those showing a high

degree of similarity. For the Particle Swarm Optimisation

algorithm, for example, there are 57 similar other meta-

heuristics (Molina et al. 2020). If differences between

those have to be highlighted to understand the respective

performances, to select them for a comparison or to analyse

their features, it is still necessary to review all of them

individually. This requires a lot of time and effort. Thus,

we deem it necessary to extent this taxonomy by more

specific criteria described in the next paragraphs.

Search: Classification on the third level is concerned

with the intensification and diversification (and exploita-

tion and exploration) capabilities of the metaheuristic

framework. The criteria have to allow distinguishing which

mechanisms are responsible for the capabilities and also

quantifying those in some way.

Examples on how criteria reflecting the intensification

and diversification mechanisms could look are given by

Fausto et al. (2019), Dokeroglu et al. (2019) and Blum and

Roli (2003). Fausto et al. relate the exploration and

exploitation behaviour to certain characteristics of the

metaheuristic. They focus on the selection mechanism, the

attraction operators and the iteration dependency. These

factors can be utilised as criteria for the classification in

this step. Dokeroglu et al. provide stages of exploration and

exploitation for several algorithms. However, they describe

those stages in terms of the underlying metaphors of the

metaheuristics. This results in the necessity to find stan-

dardised descriptions for those stages, so similarities

between metaheuristics can be detected. The I&D com-

ponents from the I&D framework by Blum and Roli pre-

sent more readily usable classification criteria. Especially

the basic (or intrinsic) components are relevant for the

classification of a metaheuristic framework, as they are

inherent to it. The strategic components are algorithm-de-

pendent, thus providing means to classify metaheuristic

algorithms. Again, some of the intrinsic components are

presented in metaphor-specific terms and have to be

translated to be generally applicable. Examples are the

cooling schedule in Simulated Annealing, mutation,

recombination and selection in Evolutionary Computation

and the pheromone update in Ant Colony Optimisation. The

remaining components, however, can be directly used as

criteria in the classification system, e.g. the acceptance

criterion and black box local search.

The second part of classification on this level is the

quantification of intensification and diversification in

metaheuristics. Blum and Roli (2003) provide a kind of

quantification for the components in their I&D framework.

They are weighted according to their guidance by the

objective function, other functions or randomness. Thus,

components guided solely by the objective function pro-

vide the maximum intensification possible, whereas com-

ponents with sufficient guidance by other functions than

the objective functions and randomness provide the maxi-

mum diversification.

The combination of the intensifying and diversifying

components of a metaheuristic and the weighting of their

effects presents adequate criteria for classification. How-

ever, it is important to use standardised descriptions of

these components. It must also be evaluated if the

weighting of their effects is sufficiently described by the

– Neighbourhood Search
– Hill Climbing
– Accepting Negative Moves
– Multi-Start
– Adaptive Memory Programming

Local search metaheuristics

– Population-based Search
– Intermediate Search

Evolutionary algorithm metaheuristics

– Directional Search
– Variable Neighbourhood Search

Particle swarm optimisation metaheuristics

– Search Space Mapping

Ant colony optimisation metaheuristic

Fig. 4 Basic metaheuristic components as described by Lones (2014)
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I&D framework or if another more detailed metric has to

be found.

Algorithm: The fourth level of the classification system

uses basic metaheuristic components incorporated in a

metaheuristic framework as criteria for classification. A

basis for these criteria was established by Lones

(2014, 2019). His work analysed metaheuristics in order to

find basic algorithmic structures incorporated in them.

Thus, he started by analysing local search metaheuristics,

evolutionary algorithms, particle swarm optimisation and

ant colony optimisation to distinguish their basic meta-

heuristic components. They are summarised in Fig. 4.

Local search metaheuristics make use of neighbourhood

search, hill climbing, accepting negative moves, multi-start

and adaptive memory programming. Evolutionary algo-

rithm metaheuristics also often incorporate some of these

components, but additionally use population-based search

and intermediate search. Particle swarm optimisation

metaheuristics add directional search and variable neigh-

bourhood search to the list of integrated components and

ant colony optimisation metaheuristics often incorporate

search space mapping. Most metaheuristics use one or

more of the basic components. Their combination is

responsible for the overall functioning of the metaheuristic.

Thus, classification by the incorporated components pro-

vides information on similarities or differences. This list of

metaheuristic components may not be complete yet.

Therefore, all metaheuristics classified according to these

criteria have to be analysed with respect to additional

components.

Specific Features: The fifth level of our classification

system relates to the special features and extensibility of

the metaheuristic framework. Finding criteria suitable for

this is far more intricate than for the previous levels, as

they have to relate to the capabilities of the framework.

However, it is possible to utilise some criteria common to

metaheuristic algorithm classification. One example would

be if the metaheuristic uses adaptive parameters. Some

metaheuristic frameworks include algorithms in which this

extension has already been made. In others, the extension is

possible but was not incorporated yet and there might as

well be metaheuristics where it is not possible to make

parameters adaptive. This characteristic can be used as a

classification criterion. Finding new criteria based on spe-

cial or unique characteristics of metaheuristic frameworks

is also possible. However, this requires extensive knowl-

edge on metaheuristics and their functional features.

A first set of universally applicable criteria in this step

are some of the characteristics provided by Fausto et al.

(2019). The factors determining the computational com-

plexity can readily be applied. However, finding criteria

suitable for this step is a significant problem. All criteria

gained by incorporating algorithm-specific criteria or by

analysing the metaheuristic itself need to be carefully

reviewed. Furthermore, a consensus is needed on the

necessity and the suitability of those criteria. As long as

there is no established classification procedure on this

level, one has to either choose appropriate criteria for the

respective classification scheme and provide an explana-

tion on why they were chosen, or skip this step in the

classification. Skipping a step might be sufficient for the

respective aim of a metaheuristic framework classification

but has to be carefully considered and the result of the

classification has to be analysed. For metaheuristic algo-

rithm classification, however, this level is important to

provide a detailed distinction.

Evaluation: Level six of the classification system is

concerned with the performance of metaheuristic frame-

works on specific problems. This kind of matching can

provide valuable insights when choosing a metaheuristic

for the optimisation problem at hand. However, it is also

one of the most difficult classification steps, as it is hard to

define criteria and the effort of evaluating the metaheuristic

according to these criteria is enormous.

Adequate criteria would be, for example, the problem

structure and the dimensionality of the problem. For a more

specific classification, however, the performance of meta-

heuristics on certain problem classes has to be known. This

presents two problems: a standardised evaluation procedure

of metaheuristics is necessary, as well as the knowledge of

those problem classes. We will elaborate on these problems

in Sect. 5.3 and 5.4.

Thus, this classification step needs the most research

effort to become applicable in the overall system. How-

ever, it can also provide the greatest benefit. Knowledge

about the performance of metaheuristics on diverse prob-

lem classes can facilitate the selection of a metaheuristic to

solve a new problem. It can also help to determine which

metaheuristics show identical behaviour on the same

problem classes. Thus, it becomes possible to compare the

structure of these metaheuristics and find the relevant

components inducing these effects.

Metaheuristic: The last level of the classification system

contains the distinct metaheuristic classes. All meta-

heuristics in one class are identical with respect to the

applied classification criteria. Thus, a complete classifica-

tion system containing all relevant criteria can show if

different metaheuristic frameworks present unique ideas or

if they utilise the same principles. On one hand, this

facilitates establishing an order in the vast amount of

metaheuristics, especially of those inspired by natural

phenomena. On the other hand, it will help to evaluate

novel metaheuristics and the ideas behind them faster and

more precisely. Additionally, it is an important step

towards resolving the problem of finding the most
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suitable metaheuristics to tackle new complex optimisation

problems.

This classification system can be utilised to classify

metaheuristic algorithms as well as frameworks, though the

algorithm classification will need a few adaptations. The

basic levels will stay the same, whereas new criteria have

to be found. These criteria should aim at finding the dif-

ferences between the algorithmic designs. However, there

are most likely more criteria necessary and they have to be

carefully chosen. While metaheuristic framework classifi-

cation presents a universal necessity to manage their large

variety, algorithm classification is of interest in explicit

problem formulations. Thus, it is essential to reach a con-

sensus on the procedure and criteria for both cases.

5.3 Evaluating performance on problems

An important step towards creating exclusive and disjunct

classes of metaheuristics is evaluating their performance on

certain problems (cf. Sect. 5.2—Evaluation). In many

cases metaheuristics have been and will be engineered to

perform well on an individual problem at hand. While it is

crucial that relations between individual problems are

understood (cf. Sect. 5.4) in order to be able to classify

metaheuristics on the basis of performance on similar

problems, rather than having to test every metaheuristic on

every specific problem, the way in which performance

evaluations are conducted and which metrics are evaluated

has to be equally deliberate and reproducible (Barr et al.

1995).

An important part of performance evaluation is the

structured planning of the experimental setup that goes

beyond mere selection of benchmarking problems (Hooker

1994, 1995). Birattari et al. (2001) suggest relying on

design of experiments techniques such as randomization,

blocking and factor analysis and using the checklist for

planning experiments previously proposed by Dean et al.

(2017). The checklist is composed of nine individual steps

(slightly adjusted to fit the metaheuristics domain):

1. Define objectives;

2. Identify variation sources;

3. Choose combinations of hyperparameters and context

values;

4. Specify measurements (e.g. sensitivity), procedure and

anticipated difficulties (additional sources of

variation);

5. Run a pilot experiment;

6. Specify the explanatory model;

7. Outline the analysis of data;

8. Determine the number of observations;

9. Review decisions.

After concluding the design, the experiment should be

executed. The obtained results are then to be interpreted

with regard to statistical and practical significance (Barr

et al. 1995). When comparing performances of multiple

algorithms, methods like hypothesis testing on widely-used

benchmarking problems should be used (Garcı́a et al.

2010; Eftimov et al. 2017). A typical null hypothesis when

performing our classifications fifth level, Evaluation, on

metaheuristics that are regarded as similar up until then,

would be that those fall into the same class. If this

hypothesis can not be validated, the metaheuristics will be

divided into distinct classes.

LaTorre et al. (2020) recently summarised the important

steps of evaluating metaheuristics with a focus on the

experimental validation of new algorithms. They present a

set of guidelines and techniques that should ensure a fair,

coherent and sound evaluation process and that should

provide a common methodological basis. The guidelines

are structured into four levels, Benchmarks, Validation of

Results, Components analysis and parameter tuning and

Why is my algorithm useful? (LaTorre et al. 2020). Each

level contains techniques, recommendations and require-

ments that should be considered in a metaheuristic evalu-

ation process. In this procedure, a comprehensive

classification system can provide valuable information for

the selection of the reference algorithms of the Benchmark

guidelines. Furthermore, it provides a basis for the com-

ponent analysis of the third level of guidelines as it

includes relevant information on the performance of

metaheuristics with specific components.

5.4 Optimisation problem classification

A classification of optimisation problems is required when

classifying metaheuristics according to their performance

on problems, as good algorithmic performance on classes

of problems is more desirable than good performance on

special cases (Barr et al. 1995). Woodward and Swan

accentuate the necessity of testing the algorithms on all

problems of a class (Woodward and Swan 2010). This,

however, means that problem classes need to be defined.

We do not address classification of problems directly, but

we do want to draw attention to the necessity of problem

classification in order to facilitate metaheuristic classifi-

cation and expedite comparative testing of metaheuristics

in future publications. Typical criteria for sorting optimi-

sation problems are continuous or discrete, unconstrained

or constrained and no, one or many objectives. Further-

more, the dimensionality, structure and parametric distri-

butions of the problem can influence the performance of

the metaheuristic (Barr et al. 1995).
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6 Classification example

We illustrate the application of the proposed classification

system with an example for three metaheuristics in their

basic versions: the Genetic Algorithm, the ð1þ kÞ Evolu-

tion Strategy and Tabu Search. After giving a short

description, we will classify each of them according to the

criteria of the classification levels Structure, Behaviour,

Search and Algorithm. These four levels suffice to divert

the frameworks into distinct classes. Fig. 5 and Table 3

illustrate the differences in each level. Criteria from the

other levels are omitted as they are to some extent imple-

mentation-dependent and require a very detailed analysis

of the metaheuristics and extensive experimental results,

which is not in the scope of this primary example

demonstrating a proof of concept.

Genetic Algorithm: The Genetic Algorithm (GA) was

chosen for this example as it represents one of the most

intensively studied and applied metaheuristics. Though

there are many adaptations and extensions (Garcı́a-Martı́-

nez et al. 2016), we will focus on a basic version suited for

combinatorial optimisation problems. This basic GA gen-

erates its initial population randomly in the search space. It

will repeat the following steps until a stopping criterion (in

this case, a number of evaluations) is met:

1. Parents are selected utilising tournament-selection.

2. Offspring is generated via uniform crossover.

3. Offspring is mutated by flipping one random bit in the

solution.

4. Offspring is evaluated and generational replacement

takes place considering elitist selection.

discontinuous trajectory

population-based single-solution based

local search based constructive

memory memory-less

Genetic Algorithm (1+λ) Evolution Strategy Tabu Search

Metaheuristics

Solution
creation

Combi-
nation

Stig-
mergy

Differential vector
movement

All popu-
lation

Groups
based

Subpopulation Neighbourhood

Represen-
tative
based

Fig. 5 Example classification of GA, ð1þ kÞ-ES and TS: Structure and Behaviour

Table 3 Example classification of GA, ð1þ kÞ-ES and TS: Search and Algorithm

Classification

level

Genetic algorithm ð1þ kÞ Evolution strategy Tabu search

Search Mutation: I&D OG-R Mutation: I&D OG-R Tabu list: I&D OG-NOG

Recombination: I&D OG-NOG-R Aspiration criterion: I&D OG-R

Selection: I&D OG-NOG-R

Algorithm Mutation: neighbourhood search Mutation: neighbourhood

search

Tabu list: adaptive memory

programming

Recombination: population-based search, intermediate

search

Aspiration criterion: hill climbing,

accepting negative moves

Selection: population-based search

Population usage: population-based search, adaptive

memory programming, multi-start

Population usage:

population-based search

Generational replacement: hill climbing Generational replacement:

hill climbing
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The GA uses a discontinuous population-based structure

where it constructs solutions using memory. New solutions

are created by combining previously found solutions (cf.

Fig. 5). The GA employs three different search strategies

(cf. Table 3), where both recombination and selection are

used for intensification and diversification while imple-

mentation (or self-adaptation) can determine the degree to

which they are objective function or otherwise guided or

random. The mutation operator enables I&D and searches

randomly guided by an objective function. On the algo-

rithmic level, mutation employs neighbourhood search,

recombination uses intermediate population-based search

and selection performs population-based search. The pop-

ulation is used for search while utilizing adaptive memory

programming and multi-starts. Generational replacement

follows a hill climbing scheme with regards to the fitness

landscape.

ð1þ kÞ Evolution Strategy: The ð1þ kÞ Evolution

Strategy (ES) is a simple form of ES and was selected as it

belongs to the group of Evolutionary Algorithms, as does

the GA (Emmerich et al. 2018; Corne and Lones 2018).

We consider again a version suitable for combinatorial

optimisation. In the ð1þ kÞ-ES, only one parent is ran-

domly initialised. The following steps are repeated, until a

stopping criterion (again, the number of evaluations) is

met:

1. k offspring are generated by mutation of the parent

(random bit flip).

2. Offspring is evaluated and the best individual of parent

and offspring is selected as parent of the next

generation.

Like the GA, ð1þ kÞ-ES uses a discontinuous population-

based structure where it constructs solutions using mem-

ory. New solutions are created by adapting previously

found solutions (cf. Fig. 5). We tend to disagree with the

classification as combination based solution creation as

proposed by Molina et al. (2020) in that ð1þ kÞ-ES does

not show combinatory properties. We would like to note

that this is, however, correctly classifying the ðlþ kÞ-ES.
To accommodate the ð1þ kÞ-ES we relax the requirement

that all metaheuristics have to be subdivided to fit into a

leaf node in our behaviour classification. As there is only

one parent, the ð1þ kÞ-ES neither utilises parent selection

nor crossover, limiting search to the mutation operator (cf.

Table 3), which enables I&D and operates based on an

objective function and randomness. On the algorithmic

level, the population and mutation operator are used for

population-based search and generational replacement

follow a gradient ascent in the fitness landscape.

Tabu Search: Tabu Search (TS) coined the term meta-

heuristic and is one of the few approaches not considered

nature-inspired (Glover and Laguna 1997; Laguna 2017).

For this example we describe a basic version suitable for

combinatorial optimisation that includes a short-term

memory as tabu list and improved-best as aspiration cri-

terion (Glover 1990; Glover and Laguna 1997). It starts at a

randomly initialised solution, for which a list of candidate

moves is created, i.e. neighbouring solutions. The tabu list

is initialised with the starting solution and each visited

solution is added. Candidates are evaluated and their

respective tabu status is verified:

1. If the candidate is not tabu and there is no better

candidate, it is chosen as best admissible move and the

list of candidate moves and the tabu list are updated.

2. If the candidate is tabu and there is no better candidate,

the aspiration criterion determines its admissibility or if

the candidate list has to be extended. Both lists are then

updated.

This is repeated until the stopping criterion, for this

example a number of function evaluations, is met. TS is a

single-solution trajectory-based metaheuristic that utilises

local search and memory. Its behaviour is based on a

neighbourhood guided differential vector movement (cf.

Fig. 5). The aspiration criterion controls I&D in search in

conjunction with the tabu list. It is guided by the objective

function and randomness, while the tabu list can be guided

by both the objective function and other metrics while

being deterministic. On the algorithmic level, tabu list uses

adaptive memory programming and the aspiration criterion

can be described as hill climbing in the fitness landscape,

although it is accepting negative moves (cf. Table 3).

Altogether, this more complex classification system

enables a more detailed comparison and analysis of meta-

heuristics. Primary questions on the classified algorithms

can be answered without having to research them in detail.

For example, if the metaheuristics intensification and

diversification capabilities have to be determined to get a

first impression of its behaviour on multi-modal objective

functions, the classification system shows that the GA

provides more components to balance the search than the

others and thus is probably advantageous. With the incor-

poration of the Evaluation level, this assessment can be

further improved.

7 Conclusion

Many publications in metaheuristic research are focussed

on the presentation of novel metaphor-inspired approaches.

Other areas of research necessary for a holistic under-

standing are neglected due to the excessive publication of

these ostensibly novel metaheuristics and their competitive

evaluation. Additionally, it is increasingly difficult to

maintain an overview of all existing metaheuristics, their
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capabilities and their advantages or disadvantages. A for-

mal classification strategy would prove beneficial. It pro-

vides the means to gain this overview, facilitate the

integration of novel approaches into this overall system and

help to identify differences between metaheuristics and the

features that cause them. Furthermore, it enables a fast and

directed selection of metaheuristics for comparisons and

evaluations, as it contains information on their features and

their applicability on specific problems.

There have been several approaches to the classification

of metaheuristics. They vary strongly in their extensive-

ness, their criteria selection and their applicability on

general metaheuristic frameworks and specialised meta-

heuristic algorithms. There is, however, no standardised

procedure and common scheme for the task of classifica-

tion. This leads to the problem that most approaches are

rather incomplete and can only be applied with a specific

classification goal in mind, not to a comprehensive clas-

sification of all metaheuristics. Only recently, Molina et al.

(2020) presented a more detailed taxonomy, focussing on

the overall behaviour of the metaheuristics. While this is

most helpful for finding criteria to classify metaheuristics

according to their general behaviour, it is still necessary to

analyse them in detail when the cause of this behaviour is

sought or if suitable metaheuristics for a comparison are

wanted.

Thus, we propose a multi-level classification system

capable of classifying frameworks as well as algorithms

and applicable to present a holistic classification. Initially

we defined the term classification for our purpose and made

the necessary distinction to the similar but less informative

term categorisation. We then summarised metaheuristic

classification approaches in literature and discussed their

application domain and their included criteria. Further-

more, we gave an overview of open research questions on

metaheuristics, especially on the handling of novel

approaches. We then presented a multi-level system suit-

able for different classification tasks. It consists of seven

levels, each referring to different characteristics of a

metaheuristic and containing the respective criteria. The

basic structures of the individual levels and their criteria

are based on the combination of existing classification

schemes. On some levels, however, the criteria do not

suffice for a comprehensive classification. We elaborated

on these problems and presented procedures necessary to

fill these gaps.

Though not yet complete, our classification system

provides a basis for a comprehensive classification of

metaheuristics. It can assist in ordering existing meta-

heuristics, in the integration of novel approaches and be

utilised to identify characteristic features. However, it is

vital to find additional criteria to complete the system.

Those criteria have to be commonly accepted so

classification can become a general step in the design and

integration of novel metaheuristics and in performance or

conceptual comparisons between different approaches.
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